selves, are enough to keep most of us from remembering those teenage years too nostalgically. So when Falke, an ancient vampire who's been sleeping off a coma for the last hundred-odd years, shows up offering immortality and a ticket out of Albuquerque, there's no wonder that Melissa takes the offer and runs. What's a little blood-sucking compared to algebra?
The task of rescuing Melissa falls to her grandfather, Michael, a Navajo sheepherder, and her English teacher, Diana Logan, who has been having her own personal problems, and, frankly, needs the exer cise. AA Carr's Eye Killers, the first novel by the documentary filmmaker, follows the story of their efforts, which requ ire Michael to recover trad itional Navajo songs and ceremonies from which he has deliberately turned away.
This may sound like Coyote-meets-Count Dracula, and, to a certain extent, it is. But Carr is too skilled a storyteller to let the task of cultural explication become onerous. Moreover, he lets his characters puzzle with us over what a trio of vampires (Falke has friends) could be doing in a novel full of Indians-and vice versa. In fact, the biggest accomplishment of the novel may be that this surprising mix of characters and trad itions strikes the reader, finally, as not so surprising after all. Carr, himself of Navajo and Laguna Pueblo descent, carefully draws from his knowledge of Navajo trad ition and the rich history of European horror to give us more than a my-culture-can-beat-your-culture standoff. Eye Killers is a suspenseful drama in which Carr's characters make use of and improvise upon their cultural inheritances to survive both the extraordi nary events that form the center of the novel and the ordinary trials that lie in its interstices.
And like all vampire novels, and all horror stories for that matter, Eye Killers is about survival, about overcoming destruction by learning to understand it. For Michael and Diana, this calls for more than an understanding of those traditions that they hold dear; it forces each of them to actively engage with beliefs and practices that differ from their own. At a time when people increasingly fear that such pluralism might drive us apart, Carr has crafted a story in which it convincingly binds his characters together.
